Abstract-The paper aims to identify model's parameters of powered two-wheeled vehicles (PTWv) allowing us to simulate and interpret its lateral dynamics. The motorcycle motion is identified in order to conduct a preliminary study of simulated behavior of the vehicle while riding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Powered two-wheeled vehicles (PTWv) are an increasingly popular means of transport, especially for the opportunities it offers to avoid congestion. But the PTWv still remains to this day, a particularly dangerous transportation mode. Studies on powered two-wheelers have historically been few [1] [2] . This lack of studies raises the question of the relevance of the solutions adopted to reduce accidents.
The objective of our research is to study motorcycle turning, the development of active riding assistances and preventive safety systems that can warn riders upstream of hazardous driving situations to ensure acceptable levels of comfort and safety, taking into account the infrastructure and the near environment [3] [4] . In this perspective, measures aiming to reduce vulnerable riders accidents should be studied, taking into account the fact that PTWv have a specific dynamic behavior that will sometimes lead to greater control difficulties [5] .
The purpose of this paper is to present the particularities of a motorcycle and the characteristic variables of the vehicle dynamics. A simple model is considered to describe the lateral behavior of the yaw and roll motions. So as to understand the dynamics of the vehicle and the excitations to which it is subject. The idea of using identification from measurements comes naturally: to determine the physical parameters necessary for the simulation based on the tests and measurements carried out on the vehicle. It is then possible, by calculating the dynamic model of the system, to build a simulation model and to identify the parameters. To the knowledge of the author, works on the parametric identification of the PTWv have been very few, main research were achieved without considering the physical model of the two-wheeled vehicle. In [6] , the author considers an autoregressive model of motorcycle to estimate the state space model of lateral dynamics without identifying parameters. There are other research axes which are concerned with the identification of the controller parameters to stabilize the motorcycle, in the book [7] , authors explore the field of the black box control-oriented modeling, by presenting a case study of direct identification from experiment. In [8] , authors study the handling of a motorcycle out of plane dynamics with a robust MBD model to ensure directional stability and identify the key parameters.
An algebraic identification method is used to obtain an accurate model of the real system. The algebraic estimation method presented by Fliess and al. in [9] is used for continuous-time linear system. The algebraic method has already been applied with good results in a wide range of applications, like: flexible robots estimation, Mass-SpringDamper model, Identification Method for a DC Motor ( [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] ). The advantages of this approach are that the method does not require initial conditions and requires dependence between the system (input / output) and the algorithm is computed on-line (Instantaneous convergence). The difficulties encountered concern the choice of the persistent input excitation in real situation. In this paper the identification algorithm has been verified by simulation, the validation of this model will be investigated with the use of data carried out on the PTWv ; The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the PTWv's lateral dynamics. Section III presents a static method to identify geometric parameters and an algebraic method to identify inertial parameters of the model. Finally, section V provides some simulation results.
II. TWO-WHEELED LATERAL DYNAMICS DESCRIPTION

A. Geometry and the Motorcycle Description
In the present work, the motorcycle is considered as a rigid body. The movements of the motorcycle are characterized The inertial parameters of the motorcycle are generally represented by: it mass m, the moments of inertia : I x , I y , I z and the position of its center of gravity G t , for more detail please refer to [13] . One can note that these parameters are unknown.
B. Dynamic Model of a Rigid Motorcycle
In this part, the lateral movement of the powered twowheeled vehicle is considered by simplifying the sharp model [1] , with the assumption that the roll axis is considered on the ground.
Let us consider the following motorcycle model with 3 DoF giving the lateral, the yaw and the roll motion dynamics: (1) and the tire relaxation dynamics
where ΔF S yr , ΔF S y f are the nonlinear parts of forces which characterizes the dangerous situations (saturation of the forces) and τ is a scalar defining the length of relaxation, all the variables are listed in appendix. These equations allow us to describe the lateral dynamics of a motorcycle modeled as a single rigid body. Let x(t) = ( v yψ φφ F y f F yr ) T , adding the trivial expressionsφ =φ . We deduce the following Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) system : 
(t) = Cx(t).
Please refer to Appendix for the expressions of matrix E, M, N, F and C.
Since the matrix E is non-singular, then the system can be transformed in the following forṁ
Finally, the single-body motorcycle model is described as an LPV model.
III. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOTORCYCLE DYNAMIC A. Identification of a, b and h parameters by a static method
The position of the center of gravity G t of the motorcycle has a significant influence on the lateral dynamics. In this part, we endeavor to describe a practical method by applying the static (force and moment) fundamental principle, and with the use of simple tools to record the values of the vertical forces on the front and rear wheels.
The center of mass for a single-body model of a motorcycle is defined by the values of the geometric parameters a, b and h . let's consider that the motorcycle is positioned on a slope (figure 2), Where, • F z f (resp.F zr ): the component of the vertical force applied to the front wheel (or rear wheel, measured with a weight person scale) along the Z axis.
• P x = P sin(α): the component of the weight along the x-axis.
• α: the angle of the slope.
• P = mg: represents the force of gravity applied to the center of mass. Now, we consider the "Inclined" configuration to seek the "horizontal" position of G t (a and b) and the "vertical" position (h). The motorcycle is lifted up with a hydraulic lifting goat to a desired angle of inclination α, we put a wedge under the rear wheel, and the person scale under the front wheel (1st case : (figure 2)), the same procedure is performed by turning the motorcycle in the reverse configuration, (2nd case). The angle of the slope α can easily be calculated by trigonometry.
The equations of forces and moments in projection on the x and z axis allow us to find a, b and h at the same time:
The motorcycle position can be located by solving the set of equations, we get for a, b and h:
B. Algebraic identification approach
The goal of this section is the parameters identification of a time invariant linear system modeled by a rational transfer function by knowing the output signal y(t) and the input signal u(t), we attempts to estimate the parameters of the model, the advantages are that the estimation does not require initial conditions or dependence between the system input and output and the algorithm is computed on-line. [15] , [9] [16] .
Identifiability:
The parameters are linearly identifiable if, and only if, [9] 
where
• P and Q are respectively (8x8) and (8x1) matrices.
• Θ is the set of parameters.
• det(P) = 0. The algebraic approach is mainly based on the robust computation of the time-derivatives of signal by using a finite weighted combination of time-integrations of this signal. These results allow to obtain an estimate of the timederivative of a particular order in an arbitrary small amount of time. We apply the basic principles of the method on the linear motorcycle model described by equations (1-2) to obtained the transfer function H(s) between the outputψ and the input δ :
the coefficients N 0 ,..,N 3 , D 0 ,..,D 3 are non-linear functions of the parameters I x and I z (the inertia parameters I x and I z are unknown, to be identified from the transfer function). If we can identify the coefficients of the transfer function, we can deduce the values of the system parameters by a set of equations. We can rewrite the transfer function from equation (7) into the following form:
We proceed to compute the unknowns system parameters D i , N i as follows: In the Laplace domain, the time derivative is equivalent to the product s. Taking laplace transform of the expression 8 and by multiplying s:
Since the initial conditions are unknown so we differentiate five times so that all constant terms leave, then :
(10)
with C r n = n! r!(n−r)! , by the same way ,
we have :
The other terms are calculated using the same procedure.
Since it is already known, from the theory of the Laplace transform, multiplication by s means a derivation with respect to t in time domain, which is not a numerically robust operation. This is why we multiply the equation by s −5 to avoid unnecessary derivations.
and so on for the other terms. Thus, in the temporal domain, the resulting equation can be written as 
The expressions of p 1 
with
Implementation point of view : each component of the P and Q matrix can be written in a state space framework by a simple linear variant time filter. The excitation input plays a very important role in the identification of the transfer function.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
A. Static Test : geometric parameters a, b, h and m
As previously seen, the center of mass of a motorcycle is defined by the values of the parameters a, b and h for a one-body model. This point can vary with the weight of the rider. Thus, we distinguished two different cases (with and without rider), we used the static method presented in section (3), each scenario being tested once without the rider then with rider. With the measurements of the vertical forces it is possible to calculate the values of the parameters a, b and h by equation (5) . Table I presents experimental test carried out on the scooter of the laboratory . First, the rider influence is clearly checked, especially for the h parameter. The values of a and b share the wheelbase with a ratio of (57 % and 43 %) without rider, (62 % and 38 %) with rider.
B. Identification of inertial parameters
From differential model, we realized a motorcycle model of a rigid body taking the values of geometric parameters calculated from the static test, for the pneumatic parameters that are influenced by tire types and road condition, we consider the typical values presented in [3] and the values of other accessible parameters are taken from data sheet of the motorcycle. By the nature of the system, the model is unstable. It was necessary to add a controler to guarantee the stability of the system with state feedback computed by poles placement (to replacement rider). The dynamics of the motorcycle has been analyzed with a Sharp model [1] existing in the database of the simulation software "Bikesim", this bike is similar to the scooter in terms of dynamics and characteristic. Bikesim offers the possibility to create movements using excitation inputs: steering angle, acceleration, braking, and taking into account the climatic parameters such as wind. The excitation signal plays a very important role in parameters identification, so we have chosen the excitation input using Bikesim so that the angular accelerations will be well excited without falling the motorcycle.
C. Analysis of the dynamic behavior
The results presented below allow to study the behavior of the motorcycle identical to that used for identification, combining braking in a straight line and a steering wheel action, to allow us choosing the best input excitation. 3) Flying sinus: the steering angle follows a law of the wobbled sinus type, the flying angle ( Figure 5 ) is of sinusoidal shape but of progressively increasing frequency and amplitude progressively decreasing. These tests involve the two-wheeled vehicle mainly in yaw and in rolling which allows us to identify the associated modes : 
D. Algebraic identification
The study of transfer functions of type: (yaw ratė ψ/steering angle δ ) allows us to identify the inertial parameters of the motorcycle body. We have excited the dynamics with a flying sinus in the steering angle, then measurement data are used in the parametric identification method to obtain the following transfer function: 
The coefficients of the transfer function calculated from the state space model (7) From experiments conducted, a scenario is chosen where the motorcycle was turning on a mini-roundabout to better check the variation of the roll angle which is given by the IMU (10 DoF ) placed at the center of gravity under the seat. The graphs (Figure 7) show that the output of the model is coherent with the measurements of the experiments. The measurement are slightly disturbed, the measured roll angle of and model have a very close profiles, the simulation results converge well to the data measured by sensors embedded on the motorcycle.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an algebraic identification approach, used to identify the center of gravity and the inertial parameters of a powered two wheels vehicle modeled as a rigid body. The difficulties encountered concern the choice of the persistent input to excite the dynamics of the motorcycle (effect of bad conditionings). The model is validated by the data measurement carried out on a scooter. In future works, it is interesting to identify a non-linear multi-body model of motorcycles which includes additional parameters and construct a robust motorcycle control law with respect to parametric uncertainties. Another perspective is to take into account the geometry of the road which has been considered flat and to consider the effect of the rider in the dynamics. 
